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A study was c~nducted ·to investigate· the,. reasons ·for ct::-ang~s ixi 
the effective ser·ies resistance of a1uminiz ed capacitors wit=h time. 
' ' 
·Tlle elements of a quarternary alloy, zinc,. tinvadmium ~d 
were chosen for the study. Each element wa. s deposited onto 
indium 
. 0 
- 1500 A.·_ -
aluminum f.ilm~ by vacuum. evaporation_ Zinc produced a deere3!!-ase in 
\ 
.resistance uPon depositi9n and a subse.quent · inerea·se during 
' .;~ ' • ,I 
anneal i zig . 
· Tin ha<! no. effect ·on resistance up~n deposition, but produc~d a de-
. ' 
.crease in early stages_ of annealing. ·Cadmium and indium. didl- not af :feet ... 
.: 
. -· 
. the film resistance significantly·. The mag-nitude o:f resistFMr n.ce cha:ca.ges .... 
----fas dis't;inctly dependent. on the equi1ibrium. • ; II state (anne.aled or 
unannealed) of the aluminum fi1ms. The pol.ari~y o.f de curr~nt flow3:ng 
through the specimens. du.ting annealing had no appreciable e:f= feet on- the 
. . . .. 
' . ' 
· ',resistance· behavior. 
; 
-- - ~·· 
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' ~ :r,. II 
exhibited distinctive changes· in ESR (effective series resistance) dur-
o ing a 1000 hopr constant temperature (86 C) and humidity (95%) test 
. ' 
with charge voltage. applied_. One group of capacitors ter111inated ·With 
' 
Zamak, an alloy of n1gh zinc content, revealed a sharp initial increase 
, 
..-, 
:followed 'by a gradual decrease. A second group tel:"'nlinated with Babbit. 
- . ' 
an al19y o:f hig~ tin content, produced a distinct decrease followed by 
a shallow increa..s~. ' The third group, tenninated with Shinkalloy, an 
• alloy of zinc, tin, cadmium aDd indium, exhibited a. continuous, increase, 
... 
It is the purpose of this 'paper to study in greater detail the 
...... .,1, 
, .... 
e:ffects of -a tehnination alloy _and its individual components on the 
• 
> 
resistance behavior o:f a1wniriuni thin films, Since Shinka1 loy contains 
\ 
some of the prima,ry e·lements o :f the Other ,a:11oys of · interest, it was -~ .,:. 
,chosen for the termination s.tu,dies. 
,.,; 
·.-·· ·--
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.. ·. 0 ' . 
., 
PRELD1INARY INVESTIGATION '· 
.. , .. , 
' ' 
·Under the same test conditions. described above, except fo.r a dry. 
atmosphere to ·eliminate \PY galvanic action, the resistance of Shinkal1oy 
... 
terminated capacitors and .. :fuses behaved simi1arly but with some distinct 
deviations, . The resistance versus time plots of recorded data are shown 
t C in Figures 1 and 2 fo.r the cai:iacitors and fuses, respectively, , 'Phe 
deviations obse:wed were as follows: 
;- . 
~. The 
. I resistance of w;iits with g~eater. ~s· -terminated values 
't, 
':-1' . 
' decreased after 220 hours. 
.. 
2. The rate ·of increase was general.ly mo re rapid for unitir; 1t' t : • 
. I ~--·· I,/,. 
with larger initial values.··,'\· ~-
"'· 
The resistance of units With low i~t 1al values did not 
change appreciabiiy after .,2·20 hours. ,. I 
.. 
The flat 





Mylar. Termination alloy was applied to each end with a pot ·spray. and 
• leads attached thereto. 
I , 
- ""' ~ 
. All units were encased· to P..revent damage 1:rom 
handling. 
Two conclusions were made in light o:f the resulting dat,a, One, 
since these units were tested in a dry atmosphere, the. observed re sis-
tance behavior was due to phenomena other·· than galvanic action, And 
two, di:ffusion of the tennination alloying elements into the aluminum 
film was not a. likely factor in the behavior because of the 1ow 
\ 
. . 0 
temperatlire (86 C) and relatively sh()rt ,,annealing time, 
. .. ,ti ... 
:... 
· .. -!'i!r 
.;.,· 
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1.25 200 220 300 
t (hour.~} 
Figure 1. Effective series· resistance (ESR) 
! 
for A1uminized My~ar Capacitors. 
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- - .. -. 7•1. 
·' EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN • 
• 
Tc-: - lpitiate the ' . investigation -into the respective ESR and 
)' 
' 
resistt nee behavior during tempera-:ture tes.t· of aluminum thin film 
.. 
"' . .-
Mylar c::=:apacit·ors and fuses· terminated with .Shinkalloy, an cexpe rimelit 
was der==;~gned with the following objectives.: 
·, . 
Tc > determine 
.l_ The effect. each termination alloying e1ement has on the. 
resistance of thin a1um?'num films during an anneal. 
I. -
" . 
2 _ If the equi 1ibri~ s.tate of the films (annealed or 
unannealed) has any · effec:t on the resistance behavio-r. 
3 _ And i:f ·the polarity of de current flowing through the 
film during the.· anneal contributes to tennination 
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Ten aluminum thin f i_ lm strips ~ L750" x 1, 9375" approximately 
·' .,.-s:·--




1500 A thick .were. simultaneou~ly .deposited by vacuum evaporation on 
.. 
t 2 I 1 3 II 1 27 th • k 1 • . 1 • d f en · x: _ , ! mm 1c g ass microscope s 1· es o which nine were 
Pre. cut. -into • 3" x 2" segm.ents. Th t~· d b t t 
_._ e non- segmen e su s ra e was 
utilized for t·hickness measurements. Electrical leads_ tn· the form of 
• • 
. · .035_" ~:i. ameter high pu:ri ty aluminum wire were ~ttached- to the" ends of 
.. al1 rema.iniijg film strips by ultrasonicr, r_esistance heated welds·. 1'his 
type of bond was chosen -because of ·1ts small contact resistance and 
elimination ··c>'f a.termination strip. t. Fig .. ~ .. :3 shows the preparation 
sequence from glass substrate to te·rminated strips.,,, See _Appendix I 
:., ' 
for equi prnent . ~ det_ailed·:procedur.e.s used in these p_reparations. 
6 •; , 
Fol- 1owing termination the resistance of each specimen was 
i: measured on a standard.Kelvin bridge setup providing values to 10. 000 
intern~t--ional ohms without interpolation.· These and a 11 subsequent ). 
. . 
. measurements we_r~~ made with 20 milliamp~res of _current at 1 volt. 
. 
. ' 
The nine··-~substrates 'Were divided· into ··groups of three·, ,distri-
" 
but ~ng resistance variation randomly among each. Also at this point, 
~-
.. 1, ____,,. . .... 
·· · --- ---- · one strip from each subst ra,e was ~~t aside for -metal1ographic studies. 
Group 1 was retained as deposited while groups· 2 and 3 were annealed 
! . 
. in a pre purified nitrogen 0 . . . atmosphere at 105 C ,for 10 · and 35 hours, 
respectively. On complet :ion of anneal and return to ·room temperature, 
the resistance of · e~ch specimen was again measured. 
:.. 
. t, 
·'rhe · elements of the termination alloy, tin,, zinc, cadmium -and· 
-· 
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This .method was chosen instead c;>f flame or pot spraying to eliminate · 
0 
a~y annealing of the films during deposition., From 2000-JCJOO A o1: 
one element was evaporated over 3/4" o:f the aluminum strip at the end' 
of .two segments, t~us utilizing eight· segments of eachsub:!Strate.. See 
Appendix . I for details and deposition parameters. The nin-:C::h one was 
. left as terminated for a contro1 reference during subseq~e:a:::1t annealing. 
Follow-ing deposition,,\the resistance o:f each unit was measWLiredto 
establish· reference valq~s and to detect any change · result =i.ng therefrom. · 
The specimens_ were then P.laced on nine specially desi~ned plug-
boards with ~ach accepting the nine segments o_f respective subst'ra. te·s. 
rt 
The· boards and their mated forced-convection oven were ele~trical1y (!_ 
wired to permit the passage of de current through ·each uni-t during 
.,. 
. .. 
an,;neal. :A current of 11 milliamperes at 260 volts \Was pro-..vided by a ~ . . 
.,.. . 
current regulated de power supp 1y. · The arrangement. on eac:9:1 bo'a.rd was 
. . . 
such that the current vuould pass in different directions.t~rough the 
. . 
two ·spec·imens coated with the same element. 
/I 
Prepurifi~d nit;rogen fed to ti, oven at a ·rate o.f 2 c-...i. ft./hr·. 
" provi·ded a dry annealing atmosphere. . Although the _oven wa:!:3 preheated 
. 0 . . 




required an additional 15 to 30 minutes for temperature st~bilization 
and nitrogen p·urge. Voltage wa-s applied at this point and the tem-
perature maintain-~d within ± 1°F throughout the a~neal. T~e ann~a.ling 
, 
- · eq~ipment and electr.icai circuits are :fully describe-a in. As;1pendix III . 
.• ,!. -· ., .. --. .• , .... . .. . - •. - •. , - ... 
_. - ~ ... . . . ... ---· ... _._ . .......... _..._ ,.,_ -~--
· · At intervals of 4- hour~ for the first 16 hour·s , .. • spec111:nens were 
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measUL red on the Kelvi.n bridge. The inte .:rval wa~ increEL sed to 8 hours 
at lS.. hours, to 16 at 48 and 40 ~t.144.UXltil te:a::-tninat~o;n of 1Jhe anneal 
e 
" 
. '.·at 22: 4 hours. 
.... 
tion 
airnroughout the e~eriment , no attemI>t was m,ade to prevent oxida-
of the sp~cimehs in order to· simula~e cond::L. tions p :resent· durfng 
. ( 
termi. nation and testi.ng,. of a~uminized ·My ~ar capS1Lcitors ~nd fuses. 
· Speci al precautions were ·taken to preven't the cc:> llectiori of moisture 
which_ might promote galvanic action and -a::hus bi~s the e2<perimental 
resuL -ts. These precautions, which also ·::Limited dust co :l. lection on the 
b . 
alumi:::num strips prior to depos__Jttion of a :1 loying ~ elements, were realized 
! . 
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" ' The resistance behavior of specimens upon deposition of the four·. 
alloy elements was quite varied. Those coated with zinc experienced . 
a d"istinctive drop in resistance, whereas those with cadmium suffered 
.. ' .~ ,· . i,, ·• ';. -~ . ; .. '·. ' ·•. ' ; ~ 
, .. ' . . ' .-.. no sign·ificant ch~nge. The annealed specimens coated with"iildiwn ·and ' . 
·tfin underwent no appreci'able_ cbange,. but considerable resistance ·drift 
-· occurred when measuring several ·of the unannealed indium specimens~ 
The decrease in specimen resistance innne·diately following deposi-
.;. ' 
. 
. tio~ · of zinc suggested the formation of a parallel resis.tance by the 
two films, . This observation was supported by calculations of zinc 
film resistance from the resistance data. Values from specim~n to 
specimen were reasonably consistent except for the four that experi-
enced deposition difficulties (#12, 15,~l~·and 27) •. A fifth specimen ,...., 
• 
could not be measured because of a broken lead. Distribution of the · 
. ·thirteen values co~s,idered valid· are gi_ven ·in Figure 4. S~e: Appendix . . . ~' 
. 
. 
. '& . 
,· 
IV for actual val1:1es and method of calculation •. 
The average value of 11.619 ohms was considerably greater than 
1 the value of .5916 calculated from the polycrystalline re~istivity 
·\ 
(5.916 microhm cm) with the equation. I 
' 
pl ···r R - (1) -
t A 'I', .. 
n 
. where p is the bulk resistivity~ 1 the film length and A the cl'Oss-
,, 
. {'' ;, .... 
sectional area.}, · Films were- estimated to have an average thickn~ss of 
. .~ 
. . 
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,.. - I 
• resistance and conduction path between the films are thought to be the 
'· 
resu :J...t of ~emiconduction _in the'· oxide coating of the aluminum st rips. · 
It is p~posed that the semiconduct ive layer was formed as zinc 
• 




evaporated fi 1ms are generally small grained3 and· conta.in numerous 




·Also, aluminum oxide is consiqered to be a 111eta1-excess semiconductor 
in which ex:ce ss cations and m1 equal number of e1ectrons ·,vailab 1e for. 
, 
. 6, 7 ·conduction are located iin ihterst·itial position-·; .consequently· , one 
'...../' .. 
. . ,, 
might expect ~hat zinc atoms present .in the oxide would similarly · 
prov:Lde electrons for conduction. The possibility of aluminum atoms 
diff~sion into the oxide to provide conduct'i~n was rejected, and- no· 
' 
--
. \_r decr~ase in specimen resistance was observed upon depositi:on of the 





. for specimen with larger ·pre-anneals; however; th.ere was no appa~ent 
· reflection of. this 4:n· the combined resistance of zinc film ·and o:x:ide 
'layer. ";l It i.~. possible ·.that such a depe?dence cou1d .be concealed in I • 
~ 




Since the experiment was designed to detei,nine the ef:fects c:>1 I. 
termination a11oying ele·ments on the aluminum film resistance, it . was 
necessary to· extract a·s complet~ly as possible the effects of se-1...:f-
. 
annea1ing. T~~s· was acc~mplished by dividing each recording-of speci- . 
. 
men.~_esistance by the appropriat~ control value (i.e.,.. (R/Rc)t, where 
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meas~emen.ts made at designated intervals during the 224 hour anneal· 
I. 
and the ratios obtained therefrom are tabulated in Appendix IV. 
A plot of R/Rc versus. annealing time was made ~rom the data for 
.• 
1:t 
.. each ·alloying elem~nt, * _see Figure 5 (a) , (b), (c), and 
tin, cadmium, and 0.indlum, respectively. Values of R/Rc 
(d) for zinc, 
:..; 
were averaged 
for specimens with the same p·re-anneal and are given ,,1,n Table 6. In 




1. :-In z:·in,:C.·> speqimens it in·creased w1th annealing time approach-. • . • • • • • • • 
Q 
' 






' 2. In tin specimens it decTeased with. time to a minimum ·near 
8 hours b.ecoming q-tiite· erratic beyond that pgint. The 
-~ 
"i -~'i;.J,.,. .• 
. . . . . ;.,L latter behavior- believed to be the· re.sult resistance· 
. . . \/ . . 
. . 
. 
. drift ·4~ing .. measu,rement. 
.·3. .. In cadmium>.spe.¢.imens it ., did not change. ·with time-~ · , 
, .. :. 
~ . 
-. . . 4. In indium :·sp_e.cimens, except for four isolated ~ases, it _,.,.~,.,; .. ,f-.J,·,,-·,' ., .. 
' ' '., ',,· ' ....... 
. . 
j,. 
also did not ~hange with time. 
Zinc Specimens . 
,· u { Data ·from zinc .specimens produced smooth curves whic:P increased 
·non-linearly with annea.1:i.ng·time through 48 hours. Little 1change 
occurred between this. po-int and anneal termination except for a few 
.,_,t'.~-
large i~flections resulting from ·peeling of the zinc film. The films -· 
. 1 •• " • 
•.1< 
··*·No data was available for #~8 because of broke.n lead and #22 was 
not· .. ~plotted be.cause of __ severe peel during fir·st four hours of the 
anneal~-'.' The data for #18 and, #24 were not ·inctluded because o:f a . broken lead at 48 hours and no change in resis~iicEf'·'"cluring anneal.i'ng, 
respectivelr. 
,. ' 
I . ·. {! 
. . ' 
... , 
. 
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F~g!-,lre · 5( c) • R/Re (Average) vs. · annea1ing time :for c_admium 
specimens(* - see Figure 5(a) ) . 
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nearest I curled as they peeled from .the end the center C>f the aluminUDl , 
strip and on most specimens shea.red along eacp. strip edge_ (see 11lus- - " 
~:. .. 
' ' tration in Figure 6). The curling action appeared to result £rom the 
telief of a ~ompressive stress in tbe filins at the aluminum strip 
interface .. 
The stress effects and shape of tbe cu.rves sµggested ~ possible 
~ 
relationship to creep. Recalling that a-t low temperatures.and low 
\ 
stresses, t_he strain, E , is ·a logarithnlicfunction of annealing time 
and expressed by the· equation 
E = tr log t (2) 
·where a is the · straight line· slope on _a seml- logarithmic piot. 8 Con-
• 
\ 
sideril\{t the .fact "that· the resistance of a th.in film is a function of 
2 its strained state, equation (2) can be written 
R = a' log t + P. (3). 
where_ ~ is .the iritercept and equal -to R at t = 1 and where· a' is the 
; 
. new slope • Dividing both s,ides·of_ the _"equati~n ht Re ·and redefilii.ng 
. const~nts the equation becomes 
R/Rc =· A log t + B (4) ,, .. 
and is in· the .. desired form. .) 
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The data for each zinc specimen was p1otted on semi-log paper in 
J., 
) 
three groups according to the equilibrium s1:aJe of the aluminum ·strips 
' ~.~ 
(as depo.sited, iO hour and 35 hour pre-anneal). The respective plots 
are sn<:>wn in Figure 7 (a) , (b), (c). Because the resistance of the 
aluminum strips origina11y varied between t bree and six ohms, a float-
,, ing ordinate was utilized for compactness. Most .of the data points 
for each specimen haci. straight line fits th.rough 48 hours of anneal; 
. howe·ver, beyond this point ·R/Rc became _ a linear function of annealing)._ 
time\ excluding the deviation for specimens #13, 23, and 17 wh.ich 
resulted from peeling. The corresponding R../Rc values for specimen.s on 
< 
each plot were arithmetically averaged, corrected to the same-' value 
of .774 at t = 0 and plotted on semi-logarithmic paper (see Figure 8). · 
-A cotnputer regression program was used to o btaiii the. straight line fits 
through 48 hours for two groups and 40 hours for the oth~r. The 








6.11 X 10-3 
1.328 X 10-2 









Data were excluded from the averag~s for specimen #18 because of a · 
broken lead at 48 hours and #24 which for no apparent reason did not 
change in resistance • 
The increase in slope with pre-a.nnea i· time supports the theory 
of increasing resistance with increasing st rain of the 2inc films. 
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Figure 7(a). R/Rc vs. 1.ogarithm ·of annealing time 
for zinc s pee imens with as depos it ed 
aluminum strips .. 
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. ,Figure 7(b). _ - R/Rc vs. logarithm of annealing time 
-- · for zinc specimens w-ith 10 hour 
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R/Rc vs. logarithm of annealing time 
for zinc specimens with 35 hour . 
pre-annealed aluminum .~trips • 
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35 hr. pre-annea1 
2 
~1ope - 1.9ii2 x 10-
. 
lhtQrcepf - .821~ 
Specimens 
10 hr. pre-annea1 
Slope_- 1.328 x 10-2 
Intercept .8147 
·,: 
Specimens - #11,21,12,17,27 
,:.:.: 
As deposited 
Slope - . 611 x 10-2 11 ~ 
Intercept .8054 
-~ Specimens - #13;23,15,25 
-
.Figure 8, R/RC (Average) VS, logarithm Of annealing time fOf ZillC 8P8CiJn&nS, 
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• 
• 
F:L rst, consider the speclmen~ with the. zinc film dleposited over an 
I 
. unannealed a~umin'1Jll film. Be> th films wi11 underge> recovery during an 
-anneal, but zinc which recove: rs more qu-ickly under- normal conditions 
/ wi. 11 be restricted by, the alu :rninum, thus producing- a smal1 compressive 
. , 
stress in the zinc at the int erface. The resultin.~ strain would 
account for the small increase in resistance of th...ese specimens, keep-
ing in mind ;that both :film$ L 1 annealed ·separately would I decrease in 
" 
resistance. Now, consider tn.E3 specimens with the ~inc fi1:rn over a 
.. 
pa.:rtially annealed aluminum ox:ie .. ln this case, thE: restriction on 
th.E3 zinc film recovery begins earlier and the str~ ::;s becomes greater 
ovf9r a given length of time, Consequently , the inc:::luced· st rain ~d its 
coz:itribution to the resistanc ~- would increase ioore "}!rapidly and to a 
' gr~ater value than the previo'-l.s specime.n . t." . This· cc;> :ic:-respond s to the · 
. observed increase in the slop~ of the semi-logaritl:::l.mic plot with the 
an:n..ealed state of the a lurninum ~fftms. Since the raLte of annealiag 
de~ reases -with annealing- time ~ the decrease-
·s1ope· change · 
' 
-
for the· longer .pre-anneals WaS:» expected. A graphic:. comparison of _ 
. 
p these two rates is shown in Figure 9. The ~slope va:L lues for each set 
of spec~mens are. p_lotted again_ st annealing time as are th~ average 
fractional resistance changes of. the sa,me specimens recorded during 
pre-anneals. ~ 
X-ray d'iffract ion pattern. s were. taken on four samples :from each 
· of the three groups using a lo"'Yl angle cyliridrical c~mera. No apparent 
broadening o:f diffraction lines with increasing p;re-anneal could be . 
det~cted, thus indicating that. the small strains _prE:!!sent were elastic 
in E3ature •.. 
. ~,· . 
/ 
.. ~ ~,· 
.--.. _,r,,.__- ·- -· 
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20 25 30 35 
t (hours) 
(1) Average ~ractional resistance change, ~R/R, in 
aluminum films vs. time of ·pre-anneal. (2) Slope ' 
values from Figure 8 vs. time of pre-an~eal. 
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To evaluate the eff·ect of current polarity on resis'tance behavior, <· 
~ .ar:L "thmetic average of corresponding data was calculated for specimen~ .. 
.. 
annea1.ed under a p·osi tive de current and another for those under a nega-
tive current. Only pairs were selected from each group to eliminate 
any ef:fects due to the annealed state of the specimens. rhe positive 
average values were corrected to obtain the same R/Rc value for both 
at t = 0. The straight line data again obtained from a regression 
program ts shown in the semi-logarithmic plot of Figure 10. The slope 
values differ only slightly, indicating that the current polarity has 
little effect on the resistance behavior. The distinct separation of 
the twe> lines .. when both were corrected to the same value at t = 0 is 
. 
-due to individual variation in zinc film resistance and'. departure from 
. straight line correlation on the semi-logarithmic plots (i.e., specimen 
#15 in Fig~re 7 (a)) • 
.•· Tin Specimens 
' . Although specimen resistance underwent no chang.e as the direct 
result of tin deposition, a substantial decrease occurred during the 
·first ~ hours of anneal. As for zinc, it is be.lieyed that this 
initia 1 d.ecrease was the result of conduction· through the oxide by 
electrc:>ns of diffused tin atoms. The relative larger atomic size 
. (i.e., - atomic, ionic and covalent radii) of tin would support a de-· 
c:reased. diffusion ra·te and an explanation for the delayed resistance 
_decrease. Ar;i. additional distinction was apparent in the tnagnitude of 
average resistance changes for specimens with di:fferent ,pre-annea1s. 
·-· :I 
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(Zinc film to negative 
te rrninal) 
Slope .. 1. 487 x 10-2. 
Int e rcept - • 8169 
Cor ::relation - 99 ,4% 
Specimens - #11, 13, 15, 16, 19 
(Zi n.c film to positive 
tez-minal) . 
· Slope .. 1.257 x 10-2 
Intercept - Q 7794 · 
Correlation - 99.6% 
S.pec ime~s - #21, 23 ,. 2 5, 26, 39 
-.•.. 
I. 
t ( hours) 100 
10. Average R/Rc values 1:or zinc .specimens 
under positi "Ve ~nd negative. de current 
- . 
vs . annealing time. 
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Unlike zinc,. where the average total decrease in resistance was 
. 
approximately constant, ·tin specimens decreased·· with increased pre-
.. 
' anneal. time. This would tend to verify the existenc,e of a· thicker oxide 
layer en aluminum strips with longer pre-anneals. Consequently, at. any 
' . 
given time during the anneal the percent of tin atoms and conduction 
e electrons in .the total volume of oxide would be smallest in the speci-
mens pre-annealed for .35 hours. Therefore, the combined resistan·ce of the 
tin film and _semiconducting oxide would be greatest for these specimens 




An accurate interpretation of.. the ·resistance behavior of tin 
specimens between the twelfth ·hour and anneal termination was impossible 
because of erratic resistance readings from most specimens. The incon-
q-1 -.~ •• >" 
sistencies were due to resistance drift. during measurement and since 
- . . .. 1... :,,rf¥!· ~ . -
the amount of drift ranged from zero to bette:i: than .twenty-five percent 
for lilOst specim~ns, a logical expl~~tion cotild not be fo\lJld, It ra } 
;· 
1- '1 
·{, . noted, however, that the specim·ens previo\lsly unannealed experienced 
the· least· drift and consequently produced the mo·st con·sistent data 
. 
( see~gure 11) • This would point to the oxide as: ·~· possible source 
of the drift. An increase in "resistance wit~ .time beginning at 8 
hours into .the anneal was also ap.pareiit from the d~ta. A ... difference 
.·• 
in the data for each pre-annealed, state was evident, but a comparison· 
)'· 
like that for z·inc was not attempted 'for reasons given above. 
The polarity o~ de current flowing through the tin specimens I '. 
!1C, . during _anneal a;t.so had little effect on their resistance behavior· 
'. .... 
I -· 
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--.:. 
(see Figur~ 12). .Average R/Rc values , Table 6, for. 41111E3ach current 
. 
polarity w~re obta.. :ined in. the same manner as those "fc::::>r zinc; . however, 
,,. 
a standard plot wa s used because of t~e natu. :re of th4E9 data. Here again, 
the result~· may ~e quest :Lonable because of r- esistancE3 drift during 
-st;· 
mea su.remen t::: . ~-
1 
, 




. Since the re s~:i.. stance of specimens coate-2 l with· cE::1.dmiwn did not 
change wit~ _time e:>ecept for self-annealing o -C .~he.al, strips, it 
is apparent that a conduct ion pa th w~s not " ' e. ;;tablish~d between the two : 
films •. Ass;;.uming. h~re a·s -was don~_for zinc·a• ad tin t~at the aluminwn 
oxide laye:r- contair:iing su:fficient current ct--- riers wc::>uld provide such 
-a path, two possib 1.e explanations are propose ed. One~ cadmium atonis 
quantitL es during the did not dif ::fiise into the c:>xide in suf:ficient 
_ annea 1; or -two, suf ~ icient cadmi!u.m atoms were present but· their elec- ·"' ., 
·trons were :not ava1 lable · ::for electrical cond1 ~ction. Since the ioniza-
t ion prope~ -ties of zinc and cadmi'um are. simi::1111...a.r, tbe second p~oposal 
., 
I ' . . 
. would appea ::r unlik~ ly. However; the rate of diffusie>n ·of cadmium.· 
' 
into the ox: ::i.de is ~xpected. to be less than z:i nc beca~se of atomic size 
. ' differences • The' a....tomic, . covalent .and ionic radii o:c cadmium are all 
greater tha3:1 those . 9 of zinc.· The respe~tive u-raiues a-re 1.54, 1.4~ 
0 0 a~d .97A fc::>rcadmiumas compared to l.38,"l- 3land. 74A for zinc. 
Except for =Eln atomic rad.i'Ll.s of 1.62 t;hese va:t:":: ues are also-greater than 
• 
-those of ti:w,. If the atomic radii were a ma3ior conti-<>lling factor of j· 
diffus~on· ir:, the o:,c:1de, t~n might ·be expecte~ to beh.B-~,te like cadmium; 
but it must be remenbered that each tin twice as 
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Film to positive terminal 
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Average R/R va1ues: for tin specimens u.nde-r positive and C ..... 
















With some expansion, the same explanation is proposed for the 
3resistance beh.a.vior of ~he indium specimens where a similar pattern was· 
( 
c::::>bserved exclu. sive of four samples. -F:or each exception drift like th.at 
.=£or tin was ob served during resistance measurements. Also, three of 
-the four speci_:mens were of the "as depositedn _ group where the a1umin11m 
" 
. 
c:::::,xide 1a.yer wa. s bel~ev·ed to be thinner. The atomic sizes of indium 
I 0 
.a.re sli.ghtly·g reater ~han t.hose of tin (i.e., 1.66 tp 1.62 A for atomic 
0 0 
=radii, 1.44 to 1,41 A for covalent radii and .81 to .71 A for ionic 
::radii) and ind:i.um has 01.1e less valence electron per atom.· Conseqhent 1y, 
-these property differences- would provide a possible explanation for 
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CONCLUSIONS 
· :.The conclusions. from this investigation are summarized as :follows: 
~·· 
1. ' Effect bf the four alloying elements of. Shinkalloy on the 
2·. 
-
resistance of aluminum thin films during annealing. 
· a. Zinc when deposited on_· aluminum films produces a de-
crease immediately on deposition and a subsequent 
increase on a.nnealing. The increase follows_ a loga-
rithm of time function: through the initial 48 hours. 
b.. Tin has no effect upon· de_posi tion but produces a dis-
.. t inct decrease .followed by a :Lesser increase on 
annea1ing. Tin a1so produces resistaD:c.e drift during 
,. 
measurement. 
. ':c. Cadmi,um has no apparent -ef:.fec.t e:ithe;r· upon. depostt.·i.on· 
•. 
or during annealing • 
.• 4. 
d._, Indium produces an intermediate decrease with resi~tance 
. . d·rift only on as deposited aluminum films upon deposition, 
... ; 
and-during· early stages of annealing,~ 
,,., .. -, 
. 
. 
~f.fect of - equilibrium state of aluminum ·fiint :on t.he re:sts·~ 
tance· behavior •. 
a. The rate and magnitude of the resistance increase (slqpe 
of semi-logarithm\ plot of resistance vs. time) for zinc 
. \ 
~ 
on aluminum increases wi·th increased aluminum film 
pr~-anneal. · 
b. The rate and magnitude of the resistanc~ ..... decrease :for tin~-
on aluminum decreases with increased pre-anneal. 
•"',.-:o;·r 
. .,..:.,'-
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c. Since no resistance change occurred in the case·of 
,·· 
cadmium no evaluation could be made. 
d. Indium produces resistance changes only·on unannealed 
' films. 
The polarity of de current throug·h the films during the 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR. FURTHER STUDY 
J 
.•. 
A quantative evaluation of the apparent strain effects between 
,, 
. . 
zinc on aluminum films could be. m·.ade using electron diffraction and 
metallographic techniques. A. study of th·e effects of aluminum on . 
the resistance of aluminum would be helpful. Also the temperature 
' . d·ependence of the resistance .behavior. with these elements (zinc, tin, 
. cadmium and indium) on aluminum coul.d be defermined by varying the . 
. 
' . 
. annealing temperature. ' ; 
The· oxide layer appa,r7ntly .plays·. an impo,!tant part in the· 
- . T 
observed resistance behavi.or of the combined films, therefore, .a 
similar study utilizing c.ontr.olled oxide thic~ness and tracer elements 
should provide .quan tative 
al::,t.iminum oxide . 
.... _. : . 
' ~ . . • 
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.APPENDIX· I 
Preparation of ~ lumin·um Thin Film Specimens 
.. 6· ' 
..': 
:--: ': "··: ..... 
., 
. Substrate Preparation 
The 3 .. x 2" glass s~bstr-a"tes reqU<ired by de.sign were obtained by 
cutting commercia y ava a e 11 il bL 211 X 3", 1. 27 mm thick glass micro scope \ 
slides {Corning 70 59) into te :n segments.· This was ac~·omplished with 
· minimum breakage· using a spec ::i.ally designed fixture and. a diamond 
. scribe lubricated with ·kerose~e. · ,, .. ... 
The substrates were clea.:w:,ed in a detergent solution agitated by 
ultrasonics as detailed below : 
1. Washed in ,·a solution of Alcoaox in d~-ionized (DI) water 
with ultrasonics for 1 minute (to remove kerosene used as 
lubricant in cutting glass). 
, 
· 2. Rinsed in running DI water, 
3, Repeated ( 1) in new c;o lution - for· _2 min_utes. 
4, Rinsed in Running DI - -water. 
.  




6. Rin,sed in bot ling DI v;ater and removed slowly. 
'.1-1,.r• , .• ,, '' 
7. Dried, in a stream of <try nitrogen gas • 
. . 
To insure the best possible fi .:I.m adherence a final cleaning was .. 
administered with a glow disch~rge in the vacuum chamber during 
pumpdown for evaporation. 
'·: 
~· .. 
~f' ·: . 
·l·? \, 
•· 
. '( . ·~ . 
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Bvaparation of Aluminum 





" ' A commercial 18 bel. J. jar oil diffusion vacuum unit fitted with an 
MRC ring and safety features for high voltcige glow discharge was used 
as the evaporation system (see Figure· 13) •. 
Evaporation fixtures (stands, holders, etc.) required for the 
simultaneous ·deposition 0£ aluminum equally qn ten substrates were. 
' ... 
-
. . . 
. .. ,. 
designed of alumin:um sheet. The ho·lder~ wc~e made up to accept 2" x 3 'w ., 
. . 
. . 
1.27 mm thick glass. substrates ··.or segments thereof and a .01511 -thick 
. stainless steel deposition. ma$k. Ten of these holders could th.en be 
positioned on the stand, each at a distance of i:2" from the point 
evaporation source. The masks restricted deposition on each substrate 
to ten .175'' x 1.·.9375" strips, All fixtures described here are shown 
in ~igure 14. · 
\ '·,., ~ 
A resistance heated. tungsten filam_ent of four strand .030" diameter 
·-
wire was found to be the most effective po·int. source for evapora. tion _ 
. . ' 
with these fixtures (see :Pigure 15). A similar :filament o:f spi:ral 
design provided the heat for degassing the :fixtures prior to 
evaporation .. 
10 Evaporation Procedures 
., .. · 
1---;;~~ . 
Ten slide segments were placed in each of nine substrate holders 
directly after cleaning and t e deposition mask :fixed in position. The 
_ tenth holder was similarly with a ·2" x 3'' slide and all units 
stored in a desiccator unt ::i.l mounted on the evaporation __ . stand inside 
., the chamber. The following detailed procedure was then,., used to deposit -
.. 
\ 
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.13 - Bell jar vacuum system and high 
supply voltage power 
oratiQn of aluminum 
us~d for evap-
prepara tion in 
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Figure 14 - Evaporation fixtures used with 
vacuum system for preparation of thin 
film st rips . (1) deposition mask, 
(2) ' and (3) __ g1ass subs r~te holder 



















































tungsten wire used for dpposition 















































11, • Placed four 3/8" pieces of .075'' 99.9% pure aluminwn wire-
2. 
3. 
shaped as "horseshoes" over filament. Pieces were ultra-
. . 
sonically cleaned in reagent alcohol. 
Removed any dust that may have collected on substrate 
during loading with Effa Duster. 
t,f' 
The b~ll jar was closed and roughed down to· 100, microns of Hg. 
?4. Closed roughing valve, opened foreline valve and cracked 
high vacuum valve until pre.ssure stabi-lized ·at 90 microns. 
,.:· '5. Set glow discharge power supply at 1·.1 Kv. with a.current· 
of 40 milliamperes. 
' 6. Allowed 15 minutes for cleaning of substrates• by ionized 
residual gases and then o·pen~d high vacuum valve fully. 
·7~ Set heater current at 54 amperes (AC) aricf al1owed substrate 






8. Turned heater off and allowed substrate .,t~mperature to 
0 ' . 
coo 1 to 105 F,-{approximat-e ly 2! hours) . Pres sure at 
·' 
_6 x 10-1·mm of Hg. 
~' i · . 
...... 
9. Set filament current at 50 amperes ·(AC) -until aluminum 
melted. Raised current to 100 amperes and opened shutter. 
10, Evaporated until ho~ filament could no longer be seen 
through test glass slide hanging on rim of fixture (1.5 min.). 
· Pressure increased to 2 x 10-5 mm of Hg. 
11. Closed, shutter and turned off filament. 
.. ;, \ 
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Since the temperature of each substrate during evaporation would 
have been difficult to obtain; a representative valve was obtained by 
p1acin-g a chromel/alumel thermocouple· in contact with the back of 
·,l-
one substrate through a hole in the holder. Al though no actual checks 
were made, this value should be close to the true temperature .for two 
reasons. One, all holders were tied together as a unit by the aluminum 
fixture which provided good thermal conduct ion, especially ·in the 
... 
vacuum, and two, the cooling time of 2i hours was sufficient for this 
It 
unit to reach thermal equilibrium. The thermocouple was calibrated at 
0 and 100°c and its millivolt potentials ·measured with a potentiometer. 
Film Thickness Measurements 
\ 
All thickness ·measurements were made with a multiple ·beam optical 
interferomet.er using standard t~echniques a:q.d an opaque aluminum ~ilm 
to provide the reflecting surface. The thickness· of the test speci1J1ens 
was estimated by measuring .the tenth substrate which was· not segmented . 
• 
. . 




film was applied over the entire slide. Measurements were then made 
at three positions (top, cen:ter, bottom) of str:i.ps '#2, 5 and 9. These 
values are given in Table 1 ... To determine the uniformity of thickness 
obtained from ... .deposits at various points around the evaporation fix-
ture, strips were simultaneously deposited at .. five posit!ions (2, 4, 
\ 
. . 
6, ·8, and 10) witb position 10 perpendicular to the· filament. A 
' postcoat was applied to· each substrate and· the thickness measured at 
{ -
the ce_nter. of sti;ips 2, 5 ijnd 9 or ten. The average of four readings 
• ! 
.,·t 
taken at the same point are given in "Table 2. 
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Jfllm Thickness (A) on Substrates· at Various 
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Electrical Lead Attachment 
E1ectri cal leads for resistance measurements were· attached to the 
aluminum thin film strips by resistance heated ultrasonic welds. This 
method permitted the attachment of • 035 11 d-iameter high purity aluminum 
-
wire to each end of the strips, thus providing a low resistance con-
··-
--,_ tact and eliminating the need for an additional termination element, 
(See Figure 16). 
The equipment used was a commercial 100 watt 60 KC ultrasonic 
welder equipped to preheat the leads with ac current to the hot 
w ..orking temperature. Parameters wh:ich gave the desired bonding pro-





Power setting - 10 low 
Weld time set ting - 1 
3 ~ 'Horn pressure setting - 7 
Heating Parameters 
1. Variac setting - 50 
2. Heat time - . 7 sec. 
....... 
Small variations in power setting (7-12) and heat time (.5-.7.sec.) 
were required to obtain optimum bond properties on each strip. 
:·"'I: 
·--- -.----~··-.-:--:. 
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Figure 16- Aluminum wire lead attached to 
.. ' 
a:Luminum thin film strip .with 
ultrasonic weld. 
·~ 
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Vacuum Evaporation ·of Sn, Zn, Cd and In10 
The bell jar vacuum evaporation system described in Appendix 1 
0 \ was used to evaporate a 2000-3000 A film of tin, zinc, c~ium or 
... 
indium onto specified alwninum film strips. A fixture capable of 
accepting a single 2" x 3" substrate or 10 segments thereof was used , 
t iti th i 5" from th ti o pos on e spec mens e evapora on source. A mask 
of 1/16" thick aluminum sheet was used to expose 3/4"· of the alumin\DJl 
.strips to the vapor (see Figure 17). 
A total of 18 strips were coated with each elem,~nt ~ two each 
from the nine substrates. Therefore, the deposition of each e.lement' 
was done in two evaporations on 10 and 8 segments, respectively. 
Consistent adherent films of S'n and In were obtained with reasonable 
rates. However, rates muc~ greater than nor.m~-1 we.re ·required to 
obtain satisfactory nuc·leation of. ·.Zn and .Cd :o_n t·ne ·a.luminum· strips. 
The general evaporatto_n :pro_c:equre :use·d .for a·11. -e:l.ements was as 
follows.: 
-.-~ 1. Loaded chamber with specimens and metal to be evaporated. 
.2. Roughed chamber to a pressure of 60 micron_s Hg. 
3. Opened high vacuum valve. 
4. When pressure reached a' value. Q~tween 2 X 10-G and ~ 
4 x 10.~6 mm Hg, filament current: was gradually i:ncfreas.e·d: 
until metal was molten. 
.. 
• 
5. Current was increased· to. de·s:i_:,ted l'eve.l for evaporation, 
and shutter opened. 
... 
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E~panded Cross Section 





Figure 17. I 1lustrated appearence of specim~·n 
f ol~owing deposition of alloying 
element . 
.. 
;,,: .. : .. .,-...... ,,,' 
,:,- .. --.,,,, ... 



















'6:. Closed sh.utter after required exposure : 
r 7. ~-d Turned current off, closed high-. .-·vacuUID valve and rele .ased 
vacuwn. 
~p~c:1-:flc parameters and other in.formation are .tabulated below: 
Evaporation 
,. Parameters 
Pressure Current Ti'WDe 
Metal. Purity Source mm Hg. A.CAMPS. Secc::::> n ds 









Zinc 99. 999 A_lumina 3-x ·-1·0~ 6 40- 7~ 
C_rucible 
.....___ 





-The spe.cimens were not clea~ed prior to deposition except for 
dus.t removal w.ith an· Effa.--Duster·_ This- was to preserve the alur:minum 
I o. • ~ • • 
. . 
oxide coat for reasons ~iven in experimental procedure. 
A supplement lto the p~oc~dure was .· required 
. r:, 
~ ••r 
, r . ,A·· ·, 
.\ 
for zinc due tc:> 
circumstances. The z1nc filin deposited on four specimens (#'s _ 12, 15, 
27 and 18) was spotty· f ::rom apparently p·oor nucleation. Conseqt..:aently', 
.. 
to obtain a"continuous film the .same procedures wer~ use_g to d~po.sit ( . 
. . 
a· second coat over the first on three o:f 1the specimens·. The fc::>urth 
' ' 
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APPENDIX I I I 
.---·· 
.. Annealing Equipment 
,. 
· Annealing of specime~ prior to and following deposit j_ on of 
alloying elements at 0 105 and 86 , respectively, was carried out in 
a forced-convection oven. . An on-of:f type controller with a 100 ohm 
platinum resistance e lemen,t maintained the. oven temperature at set 
value + 1°F. :Prepuri.Iied nitrogen fed to t-he oven at a {ate of 2 cu. 
ft./hr. provided the dry annealing atmosphere. The complete annealing . 
setup is shown in Figure 18. 
A circuit was de signed to pass a current of 10 ma at 2 50 volts 
through each of 90 specimens during anneal and. adapted to the oven 
using plugable units Ior ease in removing specimens for resistance 
measurements. For th.e actual experiment where 81 specimens were 
annea1 ed a current of 11 ma at 260 vol ts was used. 
... 
-> 
Each pl ugbo_ard 
' held nine speci.mens o:f the" original ten segment· s·ulistrates · attached · 
~hrougn th~ir e 1ectrical leads by spring loaded clips •. Th.ey. were 
arranged.on.the board so that. the current :fl-ow ·throu·gh_the. two spe-
cimens containing the same _alloying element h{d opposite po1arity · 
( see. Figure 19) • Pow er was supplied by a 1·. 25 amper~ 300 volt de 
power supply with ·.1%> current contro1 ... , A block diagram of the elec-
• 
.., 
trica1 circuit i.s .shown in Figure 20 _ · 
,.~,,,.,.r,,;, .. 
,.:·.: .. : ·; 
. -~ ·.,;. . ), .. •!'" 
•. 
·, 
:o- ...... .,__. \, 
·:.· \· 




















8-, .. Annealing ~uipment: oven, pow 
~upply, temperature contro '1,r 
.. -, -


















. Figure 19- Arrangement of specimens on 
Pl ugboard f rorn left o right 
1, 2 - zinc; 3 , 5 - cadmium; 
... 
6 - control; 7 , B - ndium·; 
9, 10 - tin . 
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" Specimen-I i I 
,, 
L _J 
Figure 20. Block diagram of electrical circuit used to apply de 
voltage to test specimen during the anneal. Ten 
specimens on each board each in series with a 22.6K 
ohm 5 w·att resistor~ All 90 series combinations in 
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APPENDIX IV 
.Experimenta1 Data Tabulations and Calculations 
Calculation of zinc film resistance from _specimen resistance was 
. . ' 
with the equation 
where RIJ is the resistance of the aluminum strip before deposition of 
zinc and RA is the resistance of the combined films fo 1Iowing deposi- . 
tion. The recorded values of R8 and RA and the calcu1ated values of 
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CAICUIATED RESISTANCE FOR ZINC F,II.MS (R,z) 
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~ 21 Zn :+ 4306 4176 3256 3355 3406 · 3432 3447 3466 3488 3508 
i .. 
!1s 31 
· .. Cd .... 4244 ,4105 4110. 4108 4117 4116 4103 4097 4096 4113 
f 
1;l 
41 Cd + 4"265 4123 4126 4127 4134 4134 4122 4115 4116 4132 
I ~ 
4089 4096 
·409~ ·4082 4073 4072 4093 




61 In 4292 4142 4140 4147 4154 4154 4142 4132 4134 4147 
'? 











4074 4088 4082 4104 
J. i! 
5 







32 Cd 4129 398.2 3988 3991 4012 3983 3973 







·4046 4071 4048 ' 
1 52 Cd + 
4037 4043 4037 4045 
! 
J 
62 Control 4094 3932 3940 3944 3969 3946 · 3937 3939 3930 3941 72 In ·- 4264 4142 4167 4182 4201 4186 4175 4177 4172 4187 82 In ·+ 4170 3989 3992 4008 4024 4007 3997 4000 
·3995 3908 92 Sn 4252 4068 I 4076 · 3271* 3379* 3498* 3_541* 3795* 
·3702* 3472* 
:-. 
102 Sn + 4483 4270 4276 3404* 3469* 3245* 3555* 3728* 3782* 3524* 13 Zn 
- 4114· 3049 3024 3052 3054 3013 
·3014 3011 3015 
23 Zn + 4060 
·2941 2937 2956 2942 2920 2917 . 2931 2939 
33 ·Cd. 4009 3977 3941 3943 3923 
..;, 
-· 
· 3878 3870 38·54 3858 
~ .: 
43 Cd + 4012 3997 3955 3947 3925 3879 3870 3858 3862 53 Control • 4o07 3995 3937' 3937 3915 3874 3864 3851 3857 
-
63 Sn ··-~ 3903 3882 · 3834 3831 3809 3774 3763 3751 3756 
,· ... 
40,16 .. 73 In +·. 3997 3940 3937 3913 3884 3872 3860 3863 
C 83 Sn 
- 3995 4000* 3055*' 3024 3079 2962* 3107* 3146* 2971 ·103 Sn +· 4139 4123* 3160* 3019 3105 . 3253* 3072* 2992 3137 ~ >. d' 
.. 
.. ~ • ,I 
L~ ~--.· 
. ': )"?~ 
:- . ;.~-
§ 
I . .,.,.., . 




























RROORDRD RRSISTANCE lx • ohms) OF SPECIMENS " 
-~ .. _ (a.) (b) (c) 48 64 
-BO 96 112 ·128 144 184 
.224 
• 
11 Zn 3290 3289 3287 3297 3291 3297 3295 . - I 3301 3298 ' I 21' Zn + 3504 349.6 3493 3519 3510 3510· 3509 ·3508 3512 31 Cd, 41.02 4096 4076 4075 4068 '4068 4069 4066 4063 ti 41. . Cd· + 4122 4117 4098 4100 4089 4089 4091 4090 4087 51 Control 4082 4077 4061 4063 4054 .4056 4056 4053 4049 
4ll3 a, 
61 In 4140 4134 4123 41.25 4ll4 4120 4119 4ll6 
. 
81 In· + '4172 4169 41.61. 41.58 41,49 4153 4153 4f55 4·150 91 Sn 4057* 3429 • - \l 4204* 3685 · 3698 3765* 4011* 3476 ,4060* 
.. 101 Sn + 3967* 3718* 3830* 4056* 41.89 3897* 41.92 3621 3353 
~· 
1.2 Zn 4097 4102 4096 ·4099 4086 4085 4087 4088 4083 22 Zn + 3948 3945 3933 3936 3926 CJI 3924 3927 3926 3919 ' ex, ' .. 32 Cd 3972 3969 .3957 3961 3944 3945 3945 3947 3941 52 Cd + 4042 4038 4029 4033 4020. 4021 4024 4025 4019 
< 
62 c;>ntrol 3932 3932 3924 3927 3915 3915 3918 3918 3913 
.. 72 'ln 
- 4181 4179 4170 4173 4161 4161 4163 4167 4158 .. ;
.82 , .In + 4000 .3993 3983 3988 3974 3974 3977 3975 3970 92 Sn 3723* 3427 3405 3704* 3768* 3804* 3441 3445 3516 
·-'!·: 




- 3145 3145 ., 3207 3295 3404 3401 3424 3427, 3441 23 Zn + 2926 2925 ·2923 295·5 2957 2963 2967 2959 ;, 2958 33 Cd 
- 3837 3835 3831 3820 3808 3804 3808 3795 3795 43 Cd +· 3839 3836 3830 3819 3810 3805 3813 3802 3799 ! 53 Control 3832 3830 3824 3816 3800 3803 3807 3797 3794 • } " 63 In 3735 3732 3726 3720 3704 
''I': 
.. 
3703 3705 3696 3692 . 
! 
' 1 
73 In.,;,·· 3844 3840 3833 3827 3810. 3809 3812 3803 3798 
,, 
+· i ! 
83 ·Sn 3054* 2952 3030 2931 2949 
. 2888 2895 2856 2882 
I 
. ' ~ 
:;. 
-
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. ~ f 14 Zn 4220 4000 3025 3245 3323 3346. 3323 3329 3405 3373-i 24 Zn + 4146 3957 · 2768 2771. 2780 ·21s1 2772 2767 2781 2787 
a fr . 
~ 34 Cd 4069 3864 3863 3869 3879 ~ - 3880 3870 3861 3877 3884 
!,:;' 
I 44 Cd + 3985 3780 3785 3786 3797 3796 3785 3774· 3794 3799 ~ 
3853 :'!._ .. ~ 




74 In 4045 3806 3807 3811 
,k'. 
3819 3818 3807 3799 3815 3820 
j~ 
Fi! 





94 Sn 4031 3785 37.84 3098 3581* 3452* 3215 3411* 3196 3404* 
fu 
~ 







fil 15 Zn -.. 4.507 3850 4361 ·4383 4388 4376 4362 4355 4357 
t; 
C1I 
I . I 
co " 
25 Zn 
·+ 4309 3023 ·3016 3022 3001 2991 2982 2974 .2977 
~~ t . 35 Cd -. , 4345 
·4341 




55 Cd f + 4294 4274 · 4225 4227 4193 .4176 4163 ·4154 4154 ~'. : . 
~. 
'~ 






- 4300 4290' 4228 4229 4196 
-417~ 110~ 'll~J 4156 •• 50 In· ·+ 4579 4490 3684 3591 44~ .4447 4432 4420 3654 95 Sn ,. 4300 4283 3260* 3292* 3200 3336* 3161 3248 3128 -105 ~ Sn + . 4466 4457 






-· 4786 4535 3154 3880 3944 4000 4032 4093 4167 4191 
I 
., 
26 Zn 4738 ·4490 3259 3585 .3706 
-3782 ~809 3821 3848 3853 C,.j 
I + I 
4789 - 4538 4543 4550 4561 4556 4544 4540 4555 4558 
' 36 Cd 1 i. 
Cd 4901 4649 4640 4657 4681. 4672 4667 4664 4679 .,... 






---- 56 Control 5080 4905 4914 4923 4939 4934 4·924 
~ 
4922 4936 4941 
g 
~ 66 In 
- 5178 4923 4928 4937 4956 4949 4940 4936 4948 4952 
! g 




86 Sn 5160· 4901 4902 4566* 
~ 
- 3722 4492* 4670* 4546* 3963* 4493* 
~ ,,. 





































{' l (a) (b) (c) 48 64 - 80 96 112 128 144 18·4 224 {" 
I 
~ I 14 Zn 3407 3382 3431 3435 3419 3419 3383 3425 · 3413 •' ~ 24 .. Zn 
.+ ·2777 2776 2771 2774 2767 ·2767 2112· 2714 2772 
i 
" f 34 ·cd 
- 3872 .·3870 3863 3867 3855 3854 3863 3862 3862 
i ~ 
.;~ ~ 44 Cd· + '3787 3787 3781 3785 3773 3771 3778 3779 3778 
~ 1;; 
I.r' I';· 





i 74 In 3807 3807 3803 3807 3795 3792 3801 3801 3801 & 
fi :.~ 
•. -~ 











~ ) 104 Sn +. 3091 3867 3410* 3870* 3574* 3873 3492* . 3873 3246* 
~ 
~ I !, ~ -i3 
/ I 15 Z:h 4349 ·4335 4320 4324 4305 4303 4303 4294 4287 
i 
0) . : 
t, 












·55 Cd + 4143 4134· 4121 4121 4103 4101 4100 4086 4084 
;~ 
41 65 Control 4153 4144 4130 4131 4114 4112 4112 4103 4097 
J 
! 
4104 4102 4100 4095 4087 ... 
i 75 In 
- 4143 4133 4120 4120 
:, -~ 
i 
4395 4386 4387 4364 4367 4363 4355 4352 
85 In + 4408 
93' Sn 
- 3136 3208 3322* 3313 3375* 3303 (•, 3227 327·1* 3351* 105 Sn 
.+ 3298* 3182 3734* 3293 3225 3231. 3320 3180 3218 
! 
•!:.• 




26 Zn ·+ 3854 3860 385¥ _ 3857 3851 ·· 3852 3861 3862 3858 ! 
4541 4544 4543 





4673 4675 4680 4667 4667 4674 4676 4675 
t 46 
-Cd '"' + 4679 
! 
t !; 




4942 4928 4932 4938 4937 4939 
} 
66 In 
- 4.942 4942 4·938 2 f 








ti 96 Sn ' :.: 4655* 4214* ~i ·+ 4095 4.181* 4315* 4139* 4423 4936 4267 t i 
































































































TABLE 4 (cont • ) -' 



































































































































































































































































































,j.;:,, ., RECORDED RESISTANCE (x OF ~PECIMENB 
·:::-·· :~ 
,.· 
.. ; Ii'. 
<':.: I ~ .. ; • 
·;,.: 
]~ C t~· 






-17 Zn 3785 377,7 3775 3865 3853 3855 3860 3861 3853 
~-"' 
·i~T:...-!~ 27 Zn + 4716 4719 ·4740. 4737 4666 4658 4723 4734 1 4696 I 37 Cd 5006 5001 4997 5000 4971 4974 4977 4975 4967 47 Cd + 5067 5060 5051 5054 5029 5033 5035 503]. 5024 <'." f 57 Control 5278 5272 5269 ... ' • 5267 5240 5244 5247 








5342 534.3 5338 :.. ;cl' 
t'fi-;...: 
























g Zn + '.',S {: 










48 Cd + 4822 4796 4788 4788· 4777 4778 4780 · 
t 
58 Control 4790 4765 4757 4757 4745 .4744 4750 4740 4743 68 1·n 5080 5054 5048 5048 50.35 5040" .. - 5042 5028' . 5032 78 In + 5099 "5078 5074 5074 ( 5061 5063 5065 5044 5049 88 Sn 
- 3941 3737* 3651 3651 3:798 4113* 3715 3654 3813 . 98 Sn + 4066 4664* 4493 4493* 4·s54 4344.* .. 4410 4065' 4f63 , ) 
,,, 
19 Zn ·:-· 3723 3727 3729 3738. 37.27 3739 3741 3745 3748 39 Zn + 3572 3571 3573 3587 3566 35-73, 3579 3583 3586 ~ . 
.4402 440.4 4409 4413 
·iil~ i :"' -
t 49 Cd 4413 4411 4410 4413 ;;. I 





4264 4251 4254 4262 4264 4265 '~ 
L 69 Control· 4268 4265 4263 f: 79 In 4244 4241 4241 4244 4231 4233 4238 4241 4239 .. ! 
~' 
I) ' 
.,,.. 89 In ·+ 4310 4307 4307 4308 4295 4298 4303 4305 4305 
' r . ,, 
~; . 
a 
99 -Sn 39.67* . 
~-
- 4172 3643 4000* ,3868* 3959•, 3854* 3768 4234* 
-E 
'!.". 




. l . 
1 
" t : I 





0 ( . 
.. 
il 

























TABLE 4 (cont.) 
(a) Specimen Number 
(b) Alloying Element Deposited on Film 
(c) Terminal of Power Supply to which coated end of. 
sp_ecimen was connected during annealing 
(d) Res·istance of As Deposited Aluminum Film 
.... 
(e) Resistance of SpeGimen After Deposition of element 
in column (b) 
(f) Resistance of Alwninum Film After 10 Hr. Anneal 
(g) Resistance of Alwninum Film After 35 Hr. Ann·eal; 
4, 8, etc. - Elapsed Annealing Time in Hours when 
respective resistance measurements 
--· - 'J 
were made.· 
* Specimen experienced drift during resistance measurement 






























































, TABLE 5 
RATIOS OF SPECIMEN TO CONTROL RESISTANCE (R/Rc) 
(x l0-3) 
Elapsed Annealing Time (Hours) 
(d) (c) 4 8 12 16 24 
1042 759 77.3 792 842 80:f 805 
1023 797 821 831 838 845 851 
1006 1006 1005, 1005 1005 1005 1006 
1010 1010 1010 ·1009 1010 .1010 1010 
1015 1013 1014 1014 1014 1015 1014 
1021 1022 1023 1022 1023 1022 1022 
1046 1044 881 963 855 895 963 
1039 1037 905 915 987 907 1027 
1046 882 1022 1035 -1035 1038 1039 
1008· 735 1007 . 1006 1004· 1004 1004 
1013 1012 1012 1011 1009 1009 1010 
1027 1025 1026 1026 1026 1025 1027 
1014 1013 1016 1014 1015 1015 1016 
1053 1058 1060 1059 1061 1060 -1061 
1035 1034 829 852 886 899 . 964 
1086 1085 872 874 822 903 947 (p) 
1Q27 763 · 768 775 780 778 780 
1013 736 746. 751 751 754 755 
- 10.01 995 1001 1002 1002 1001 1002 
1001 1000 1005 1003 1002 1001 1002 
974 972 974 973 973 974 974 
1002 1000 1001 1000 999 1002 1002 
9_97 1012 776 768 786- 765 804 
1033 - 1032 803 767 793 840 795 
(e) 
1042 787 844 862 868 864 867 
l(l":30 721 720 721 - 721 721 721 
1006 1006 1006 1007 1006 1007 1006 
9~4 985 984 985 984 984 983 
991 991 991 991 990 990 990 •} 
993 992 992 992 991 992 · 991 
986 985 805 929 895 836 889 




• : • i ~ 






















1002 1001 ' j j 974 974 I .I 
I 
1002 ) 1002 l . 1 
~ 817 770 :i 
777 813 I 
I 


































































TABLE 5 (cont.) 
.. 
RATIOS OF SPECIMEN TO a>NTROL RESJ: STANCE (R/Rc) (x 10-3) 
Elapsed Annealing Tim.E (Hours) 
48 64 80 96 112 128 144 
806 806 809 811 812 813 814 
858 857 860 866 864 865 865 1005 1004 1004· 1003 1004 1003 1003 1009 1009 1009 1009 1009 :I.008 1008 1014 1014 · 1015 1015 1015 1016 1015 1022 1022 .1024 1023 1024 ::J..024 1024 994 841 1035 907 912 928 988 972 912 943 998 1033 960 1033 
1042 1043 1044 1044 1044 . 1043 1043 1004 · 1003 1002 1002 1003 1002 1002 1010 1009 1008 1008 1007 1.008' 1007 1028 1027 1027 1027 1027 1..027 1027 ' 1063 1063 1063 1062 1063 1-063 1062 1017 1015 1015 1015 · 1015 1-015 1015 947 871 868 943 962 972 878 846 1006 982 1020 796 L004 .·7so 
821 821 839 863 896 894, .. 899 ) 763 763 764 774 778 779 779 
... 1001 1001 1002 1001 1002 1-000 1000 1002 1001 1002 1001 1002 !.000 1001 975 ·974 974 975 975 974 973 1003 ·1002 1002 1003 1002 1001 1001 797 770 793 768 776 759 760 804 799 886 766 799 788 775 
885 879 893 893 891 · 891 888 722 722 721 721 721 721 721 1006 1006 1005 1005 1005 1005 1005 984 98511 984 984 984 983 983 989 990'! 990 989 989 989 989 







• I 813 815 
865 867 I) 
! 1003 1004 
'.l 1009 1009 ] 
J 1015 1016 
... -·-······--
1025 1025 ' \ 
858 1003 














" 779 .780 
" 




















































,, ' ( ;~··. ,t ' ·.. • .. ' 
·'·· 
, ... --~ ... , 
• 66 
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TABLE 5 (cont.) 
· RATIOS OF SPECIMEN 'ID CONTOOL RESISTANCE (R/Rc) 
(x 10-3) · 
Elapsed Annealing Time (Hours) 
(b) (c) 4 8 .12 16 24 
1045 895 1028 1034 1043 1045 1046 999 703 711 713 713 714 715 1008 1009 1013 1014 1013 1014 1016 996 994 996 997 996 997 998 997 997 997 997 997 997 998 
1062 1044 868 847 106~. 1062 1063 
997 996 768 776 . ·750 796 758 
1035 1036 857 845 769 960 804 (e) . 
925 642 788 799 ~811 819 832 
.,. 916 663 728 750 767 774 776 925 925. 924 924 -924, 923 923 948 944 946 948 947 94·8 948 
1004 1003 1003 1004 1003 1003 1003 
1008 966 885' 985 9"86 985 969 
999 998 927 754 911 948 924 985 984 . 808 777 · 803 813 809 
(d) 
.. 935 674 ·691 695 -704 711 713 953 746 844 884 883 844 '860 
949 949 949/ 949 949 949 949. 962 961 962 961 961 960 952 951 952 952 .. 952 952 953 ' 
1009 1009 1012 1012 1013 1012 1014 952 953 721 730 735 739 814 
1074 1076 · 817 797 786 845 915 (b) 
..... ,,,., 
995 873 ·930. 937 940 941 942 
. 1009 1008 1008 1010 1008 1008 1008 1009 1009 1007 1009' 1008 1007 1007 1068 847 837 1033 1060 857 862 .. 
1055 878 1065 1066 1065 1065 1065 





32 ,. ~o 
1046 l< )47 
714 . ...,, 15. 
1016 l< >17 
· 998 ! 398 
998 ~ )99 
1062 f ~78 
780 ' i 52 
774 
844 S::: 48 
780 'I 81 
-923 ~22 
948 ~48 
1003 1() 02 
985 ~· 85 
803. ~ 09 
848 f} 48 
J . 
715 7 16 
887 8~0 l 
950 9 49 j j 960 9tlll60 l ,1 II 953 ·9 ~ ,3 J 
1014 10 =:J 5 
788 7 ,o 
902 8« 36 
942 9e::AO 
1009 10< >8 
1007 10< >7 
. 850 101 il 
· 1065 lOE ;5 
792 7! )2 
8.54 8:IIL 7 
';~ . 
I •-., 





TABLE 5 (cont,) 
. RATIOS OF SPECIMEN· TO CONTROL RESISTANCE (R/Rc) . _ _;.... .:...· 
· (x 10-3) 
r 
--
E.lapsed ·Annea_!ing. Time·; (Hours) ~ 
'. 
(a) 48 ~~· 8·o .. 96 112 128 . 144 184 224 
15 1047 1046 · 1046 1046 . 1046 .. 1046 1046 .1046 1046 25 · 715 715 715 714 715 715 715 716 716 35 1016· · 1017 1022 1015 1015 1014 1014 1015 1015 55 997 998 998 997 997 997 997 996 997 75 997 997 997 997 997 997 997 998 998 85 1061 1061. 1062 1062 1060 1062 1061 1061 1062 95 754 774 804 802. 820 803 785 797 818 105 794 768 904 797 784 786 807 ·775 786 ·~ 
1 . :~ 16 850 851 852 84l). \,B515 856 855 857 857 26 781 782 782 781 782 782 783 783 782 36 921 922 921· 921 921 921 921 921 921 46 947 948 948 948 948 948 948 948 948 66 1002 1002 1001 .1001 1001 1002 1002 1001 1001 ' 76 985 985 985 985 985 985 983 983 983 
....... 
86 871 .838 966 974 998, 941 898 873 805 
". . 96 944 - 854 830 847 876 840 . 897 798 865 
'i11'->'ir.;,.> ,: ;\ •:,.,;,..;: 
. J.\ 
: 
·17 717. 716 716 734 I 735 735 _736 736, 736 27 893 895 899 899. 890 888 ·soo 903 896 
9·48 9·49 -
37 .948 948 948 949 · 948 949 948 
' . 
47 960 959 958 959 960 959 960 959 -·959 
;-i·:. 67 953 953 
"'..; 952 953 954 953 954 954 953 77 1016 1016 1015 1016 1018 1018 1018 1019 1019 87 875 770 741 737 746 754 744 727 751 97 980 860 838 984 · 866 927 874 973 1007 
18 Broken Lead 





.~ ,• :'' . 
L 
~~,L---- _Li t 











































. \ '· . ' ; ;l, 
. · l ) /~ 
68 ·,1 
TABLE 5 (cont.) 
• 
RATIOS OF SPECIMEN TO CONTROL RESISTANCE (R/Rc) 
(x 10-3) 
Elapse·d Annealing Time (Hours) 
(e) (c) 4 . 8 12 16 24 
.. 1()21 '768 823 842 845 854 859 1020 74.3. 791 799 801 806 - 808 
1026 : 1025 1030 1032 1032 1033 ' 1033 
I 995 991. 997 997 997 997 997 994 975 993 995 993 994 994 
1008 ' l0.05 1009 1009 1009 1009 1009 
1031 .1031 935 807 .. 926 970 940 
1058" t.05:9 979 825 819 1060 105~ .. 
,.. 
48· 64' 80 96 , 112 128 144 
.. 
.872 874 874 877 877 879 878 
·:837 837 838 841 839 840 839 
.tf034 .1034 . 1034 1035 1035 1035 1034 
998 999 · 998 999 999 999 999 
994 994 995 ., 995 ·.995 995 994 
1010 1010 1010 1010 1010. 1010 1010 • 
929 978 852 938 910 930 .904 
1060 10(5_0. 995 · 1061 8S6 1028 903 
I 
HEADINGS: (a) ~pecimen Number . .. 





(c) After Deposit of Alloying Element 
(d) Aluminum Film with 10 Hr, Anneal 
(e) Aluminl.lln Film with .35 Hr, Anneal. 
•• "'1 
l' 



















. -~ ; 1/1 J : 




































Zn As Deposited (1) 
10 Hour (2) 
(Corrected) 


















' Cd As Deposited (11) 
. 10 Hour· 
35 Hour 











AVERAGE R/Rc Values (x 10-3) 
., 
8 12 16 24 32 
818 822 ·.823 824 826 
844 860 848 853 860 




































874 721 795 810 818' 823 828 838 839 845 845 848 847 849 850 849 850 849 774 848 863 871 876 881 891 892 898 898 901 900 902 903 902 903 902 728 759 769 774 779 781 786 788 791 
765 796 806 811 816 818 823 825 828 


















782 787 t 835 
767 772 820 
855 845 865 
. 
829 819 839 
834 870 931 
835 .838 . 894 
817 833 859 

































































































1002 1005 1006 1005 1005 1005 1005 1005 1005 1005 1006 1005 1005 1004 1004 1004 1005 994 · 994 994 993 993 ~ 994 994 993 993 9.93 992 993 993 992 992 992· 992 979 981 · 982 982 982 982 983 983 982 983 982 982 982 982 982 982 982 
~ ,,,=. 956 957 986 1026 993 994 992 997 1027 1027 1027 1028 1027 1027 1027- 1027 1027 1011 1013 1012 1013 1013· 1013 1014 ·1008 1014' 1014 1014 1014 ldl5 1015 1015 1015 1015 972 978 996 995, 995 996 995 ·995 995 995 ·995 995 995 995 995 995 995 
SPECIMENS FOR WHICH AVERAGES WERE MADE: (1) 13, 2-3, 15, 25; (2) 11, 21, 12, 17, 27; (3) 14, 16, I . 26, 19, 39; (4) 21, 23, 25, 26, 39; (5) ll, 13-,. 15, l6j 19; (6) all; (7) all; (8) all; (9) 96, 97, 98, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 109; c10> ·86, 87, ss, 91, 92, 93,. 94 7 so, 99; (ll)· all, 
' , 
:,._: 
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